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Research shows there is a strong connection between family time and safe reuniﬁcation. We
know that quality family time is a key indicator of earlier, and safer, reuniﬁcations. This article
highlights practices that can improve the experience and outcomes for the child and family.
First, a note on language. In most parts of the country, child welfare practitioners use the term
“visitation” when they are talking about time a child spends with her parents/siblings/ extended
family. Because that time is essential for a healthy family and because it is what all families do in
everyday life, throughout this article uses the term “family time.” This may be a switch you’d
consider in your jurisdiction to consider communicating the “normalcy” of this experience.

Preparation Matters
Family time, especially soon after a child’s removal, can be an extremely stressful experience for
both the parents and child. Children may be scared, unclear about whether they can hug their
parents in front of people, unsure why they were removed and afraid to ask, and generally feel
anxious about sharing their feelings of hurt and sadness. Parents may worry about whether the
child is angry at them, may be afraid to come to the agency’s oﬃce, may be uncertain about how
to act in front of the case worker, and may be feeling ashamed and embarrassed. In addition to
considering the logistics of the actual family time gathering, the professionals in the case should
consider all of these emotions in supporting the family.
The logistics cannot be overlooked; they can be a key to a successful meeting. Family time should
be a focus of the family’s case plan. The ﬁrst time a family gets together after a child was removed
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should occur as soon as possible, ideally within 48 hours, and if need be, the judge should order
this. Family time should be planned when it does not interfere with a parents’ work or child’s
school schedule. It should occur in a place that is convenient for everyone, and preferably
somewhere outside of the child welfare agency’s oﬃce (like a park, mall, or visitation center).
The caseworker should prepare the parent for what to expect during the time with the child.
Parents often want to know if they can bring food or a gift. Parents also want to know if they will
be supervised and by whom and the kinds of things they should say to their child if the child asks
questions about when the family will be reunited. Helping parents prepare, logistically and
emotionally, can go a long way towards successful family time.

Consider How Much Supervision is Necessary
In most jurisdictions, family time is always supervised, at least at the beginning of the case. Some
practitioners have started to ask WHY? Why must the family time be supervised when the child
came into care because, for example, of a housing issue or another reason having nothing to do
with safety. In contrast, Georgia recently enacted legislation making unsupervised family time the
default and it only becomes supervised by court order if the court ﬁnds unsupervised visitation is
not in the child’s best interest. O.C.G.A. 15 11 112
It is diﬃcult for a family to maintain their connections when someone is sitting nearby, watching
every move and taking notes about every interaction. The level of supervision a family requires
should be determined on a case-by-case basis. The caseworker should consider the reasons the
child came into care, the child’s age, and other family needs. Attorneys for the children and the
parents should advocate with the agency, and with the court if needed, to have the family time
follow the least-restrictive setting concept—there should be as little supervision as possible with
safety of the child being the primary consideration.

Family Time Should Mimic Family Life
In addition to a preference for unsupervised visits, caseworkers and courts should prioritize
family time that actually mimics family life. Because the quality of family time is such a strong
indicator of successful reuniﬁcation, family time itself should resemble real life as much as
possible. Concretely this means the visit should take place in locations that the family enjoys—a
park, a relative’s home, the family’s church or favorite restaurant.
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The family should be together as often as possible. If a family only sees each other for one hour
once a week, for example, that means they would only be together for about two days a year. This
is certainly not enough. When children are very young, they should see their parents several
times a week, and the length of visit could be on the shorter side. When children are older, they
may only see their parents once or twice a week, but they might visit for a few hours (or longer) at
a time.
In addition to scheduled family time, parents should be encouraged to participate in the child’s
normal activities. The parent should be told about all doctor and school appointments as well as
extracurricular activities that they could go and enjoy. Even if the parents and child do not get to
interact at these events, it means a lot to both when a parent can see the child play a sport, act in a
play, participate in a school concert, or meet the child’s friends.
Some jurisdictions such as New York City, have been making use of “visit hosts” as a way to have
family time occur often and in settings that are familiar and comfortable for the family. A visit host
is someone who the agency and family agree could oversee a visit safely. Examples include a
pastor who allows the family to be together after a Sunday service while he is doing work in
another room, a relative who hosts Sunday dinner, and a bowling alley manager who allows a
father and son to bowl together each week. For more information and to see New York’s Visit
Host Policy see the Resources box.
In other places, communities have created visiting centers. Often, these are in houses where staﬀ
can be on site, but out of sight, and families can do “family activities.” There are often kitchens so
the family can make a meal, living areas to relax, play games, read books or work on homework
together and bath tubs so parents can bathe their young children. This type of setting provides
the answer to concerns about supervision that some might have while providing a comfortable
setting for the family.

Barriers to Quality Family Time
Of course there are practical issues that arise when stakeholders are considering improving the
way they provide family time. Transportation to and from the gathering, staﬀ time to organize
and/or supervise, money to develop a family time center, and probably the most diﬃcult, the will
to change “the way we do things.” While all of these are real concerns, many jurisdictions have
joined together to ﬁgure out creative solutions to over-coming these issues. In some places, like a
county in North Carolina, all it took was a judge who kept ordering family time for babies to
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happen three times a week. At ﬁrst the system was stressed by this, but then they came together
and ﬁgured out how to make it happen. Understanding the importance of family time to the
child’s well-being, as the judge did, provided strong motivation for family time that mimics family
life in that county.
Mimi Laver, JD, is director of legal education at the ABA Center on Children and the Law. She
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